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Category:Cheats and hacks in video gamesQ: Regex for removing text that is an exact match I have a bunch of paragraphs like this: div class="note" id="p1367" data-created_at="03/16/16, 8:54:22 AM">This is the description text I would like to go through and remove the following, which is just an exact match: "This is the description text" The goal is to have just: "This is the description text" I tried a few different
Regex patterns but can't seem to figure out how to remove it. I'm using C#. Thanks! A: It looks like you are trying to remove the second to last linebreak in your paragraph, which would be \r : const string pattern = @"\r +(--\r )"; Regex regex = new Regex(pattern); Console.WriteLine(regex.Replace("This is the description text", "")); If you just want to remove the linebreak (but not the actual carriage return/linefeed),
try: const string pattern = @"([\r ]+)"; Regex regex = new Regex(pattern); Console.WriteLine(regex.Replace("This is the description text", "")); Annoyances that come with having a long commute 1: In the morning, another person blithely boards the bus, this time with two enormous buns stuffed into her toaster oven like her head. She has a large Ziploc sandwich bag and a Tupperware container, too. She has multiple

cans of Coors Light in there, too, but I can only assume she’s not drinking them, because they are in short supply and she has a long way to go. 2: If you live in Berkeley, you probably know that there’s nothing like a Starbucks on this street. (Thank God for Starbucks.) But you also know that the Starbucks on
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